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Taiwan now. Simplified Chinese is generated from
traditional Chinese by simplifying the character structure and
reducing the stoke number of most traditional characters.
Simplified Chinese has many advantages: it reduces the
character stoke numbers; simplifies the character structure;
and reduces the number of frequently used characters. All
these advantages make Chinese easy to learn, read and write.
Simplified Chinese reduces the memory storage difficulty
and makes handwriting become more convenient. However,
as an ideographic language, simplified Chinese reduces the
inner meaning of Chinese characters, furthermore, it results
in many similar characters difficult to recognize, such as “᭸”
and “ख़”, “⏮” and “䇌”, “䖥” and “䖜”, the traditional
forms are“᭸” and “ᓇ”, “⏮” and “䃌”, “䖥” and “ 䙕 ”,
which is significantly easier to distinguish.
In recent years, as an important research direction in
pattern recognition field, handwriting Chinese character
recognition (HCCR) technology has made great progress and
the recognition accuracy achieved more than 98% on certain
constrained databases [2-3] and more than 95% on realistic
unconstrained databases [4-6]. However, it was noted in [6]
that, the recognition accuracy of simplified Chinese dataset
is about 2% less than traditional Chinese dataset, although
the two datasets are collected in the same
experiment environment and contributed by same writers. To
investigate this issue, we make a comprehensive comparative
study on the issue of simplified HCCR against the traditional
HCCR.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the simplified Chinese and traditional Chinese in
details. Section III presents the handwriting character
recognizer we used in our experiments. Section IV gives the
experimental results and compares the difference between
the simplified Chinese and traditional Chinese. Conclusions
are summarized in Section V.

Abstract—There are two forms of Chinese character widely
used in the world, simplified Chinese and traditional Chinese.
Simplified Chinese is mainly used in Chinese mainland,
Singapore, Malaysia and other Southeast Asian regions, while
traditional Chinese is mainly used in Hong Kong, Macao,
Taiwan, Japan and so on. The simplified Chinese is
transformed from traditional Chinese by simplifying the
character structure and reducing the stoke number of many
traditional characters, while a few remain unchanged. The
simplified Chinese reduces the memory storage and makes
handwriting become more convenient, while it also brings the
problem that many characters are so similar that they are
difficult to be recognized. In this paper, an empirical study of
the handwriting simplified/traditional Chinese character
recognition are carried out in order to compare the difference
between these two forms of Chinese characters. The
experimental results based on SCUT-Couch2009 database
show that the handwriting recognition accuracy of traditional
Chinese is higher than simplified Chinese, for both unchanged
part and changed part. This interesting finding may bring us
some cues on the issue of confusable Chinese character
recognition for further study.
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INTRODUCTION

Chinese is one of the oldest writing languages in the
world and may be the only ancient language still in use today
[1]. As an ideographic language, Chinese inherits the long
history and culture of Chinese nation during thousands of
years. It is the language most widely spread and used in the
world, especially has the far-reaching implications on China
and the whole East Asian. The total number of Chinese
character is about one hundred thousand. However, most of
Chinese characters are variant and unfrequently used
characters, only thousands of them are in daily use.
According to statistics, 3,755 frequently used characters can
cover more than 99% of the written material in China.
Nowadays, there are two forms of Chinese character
widely used in the world, simplified Chinese and traditional
Chinese. Simplified Chinese was used in the world since
1950s, which was proposed as the modern Chinese writing
standard after the founding of New China. However, the
traditional Chinese is still used in Hong Kong, Macao,
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II.

SIMPLIFIED CHINESE AND TRADITIONAL CHINESE

Due to historical and political reasons, simplified Chinese
character is currently mainly used in mainland China while
traditional Chinese character is used in areas like Taiwan,
Hong Kong and Macao. GB2312-80 is one standard of
simplified Chinese characters, while BIG5 is the standard of
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traditional characters. Although most of the simplified
Chinese characters are simplified from their traditional
characters, quite a few parts of the characters are unchanged.
Examples of some simplified and traditional characters are
shown in Figure 1. Examples of some unchanged characters
in both sets are shown in Figure 2.

Second, some characters are derived based on simplified
character components. Because of the similarity of characters,
simplified characters can be created by systematically
simplifying components. For instance, “ஂ” is simplified to
“ऩ”, so from “ᔜ”, “ჟ” and “ಙ”, “ᔍ”, “၉” and “ ”ݕcan
be made. “䷕” is simplified to “义”, then “丣”, “䷚” and “両”
convert to “买”, “乎”, “乱”. And “亳” is simplified to “伷”,
thus “仃”, “仑” and “仗” convert to “佁”, “佅” and “低”.
Third, eliminate the variants of the same characters. A set
of variant characters often sound the same or share the same
meaning, so the simplest one in form is chosen to represent
this set of characters and the rest are abandoned. For
example, “㰪”, “” and “䄐” are replaced by “”. And
“♑”, “⚪” and “㦥” are replaced by “♒”. And “⤗” and “俗”
are replaced by “ਚ”.
Fourth, adopt new standardized character forms. With this
method, characters appear slightly simpler than the old forms,
and are as such mistaken as structurally simplified characters
mentioned in the first method. Some example are shown as
following: “㊉” convert to “㉸”, “⑿” to “⏽”, “㰯” to “㰮”,
“䴰” to “䴭”, and “” to “ᤶ”.
With these four simplified methods, the average
character stroke number per character is reduced from 16 to
10. Less time and energy will be spent in learning and
writing these simplified characters. However, on the other
hand, the energy-saving effect is limited in the Internet Age
and the simplified characters increase ambiguity and lose the
original meaning of traditional characters. Simplified
characters also cause many similar characters difficult to be
recognized.

(a) traditional Chinese
(b) simplified Chinese
Figure 1. The characters in GB and BIG5

Figure 2. The unchanged characters in GB and BIG5

Simplified Chinese is simplified from traditional Chinese,
in order to make Chinese easy to learn, read and write. There
are four methods mainly used in the process of generating
the simplified Chinese characters [7].
The first method is simplifying the structure of traditional
characters, including several aspects such as following. (1) A
character is replaced by another existing character with same
sound. (2) Some characters preserve the basic outline. (3)
Considering the general cursively writing habits, some of the
characters are replaced by their cursive forms. (4)Some
characters are simplified by replacing or omitting a complex
component of the character. The new component can be
either a simple symbol or a near-sound component. (5) Some
new characters are created to replace the traditional one. (6)
Some ancient forms and variations are adopted. Table I gives
some examples in order to show how to simplify the
structure of traditional characters.
TABLE I.
Detail
Same Sounds

III.

The general steps of handwriting recognition include
preprocessing, feature extraction, dimension reduction,
classification and so on [8]. In this paper, we use the
compact MQDF handwriting character recognizer [9] in the
experiments. The recognizer uses elastic mesh normalization
and 8-directional feature extraction. The feature
dimensionality is reduced from 512 to 160 by Fisher linear
discriminant analysis (LDA). Finally, modified quadratic
discriminant function (MQDF) is used for classification.

EXAMPLES OF STRUCTURAL SIMPLIFICATION METHOD
Forms

Examples

Simplified

䈋

ϥ

㣍

ᵒ

া

traditional

〔

䝰

㯟

僚

䲏

Similar basic
outline

Simplified

亲

啳

啓

༎

䮼

traditional

亯

啰

唦

༾

䭔

Use cursive
form

Simplified

к

䭓

ᔧ

䶺

Ф

traditional



䭋

⭊

䶟

ῖ

Replace
component

Simplified

ᇍ

㾖

্

䚏

㳵

traditional

ᇡ

㾔



䜄

㷳

Omit
component

Simplified

ᑓ

д

ᅕ

Ϯ

⇨

traditional

ᒷ

㖦

ᆻ

ὁ

⇷

Create a new
character

Simplified

ᡸ



㡎

ડ

⊾

traditional

䅋

倮

㮱

䷓

⎮

Adopt
ancient form

Simplified

ᇬ

Ң

ӫ

ѥ

Ϣ

traditional

้

ᕲ

ⴒ

䳆

㟛

HANDWRITING CHARACTER RECOGNITION
TECHNOLOGIES

A. 8-Directional Feature Extraction
As an effective feature extraction method, the 8directional Feature [10] is widely used in the field of online
handwriting Chinese character recognition. The 8-directional
feature is computed through the 8-directional vectors of each
sampling point. Then 8 directional pattern images are
generated accordingly, and the blurred directional features
are extracted at 8 h 8 uniformly sampled locations using a
Gaussian filter. Finally, a 512-dimensional vector of raw
features is formed.
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B. Linear Discriminant Analysis
LDA [11] is a supervised learning method that can select
the lower dimensional sub-space features with the most
discriminating information. Mathematically speaking, LDA
can seek directions for efficient discrimination through
maximizing the between-class scatter while minimizing the
within-class scatter.

meaning but different writing form; (3) disjoint part, where
in this set, characters in BIG5 does not appear in GB set and
vice versa. The details of character number of each part are
given in Table II.
TABLE II.

C. MQDF classifier
The MQDF classifier proposed by Kimura et al. [12] is
widely used in handwriting recognition for its high
classification performance. The quadratic discriminant
function (QDF) is based on Bayesian decision rule, under the
assumption of multivariate Gaussian density for each class.
The MQDF is obtained by making a modification to the
QDF with PCA transformation and smoothing the minor
eigenvalues by a constant, which is shown in (1).
g1 ( x, ωi ) =

_
1 °
® x − xi
δ i °̄

2

K

− ¦ (1 −
j =1

+ ¦ log λij + ( D − K ) log δ i

(1)

j =1

_

where x i denotes the mean vector of class ω i ; λij and φij
denote the eigenvalues and eigenvectors respectively of the
_

IV.

unchanged
part

synonym
part

disjoint
part

GB

3,247

1,687

1,829

6,763

BIG5

3,247

1,687

467

5,401

TABLE III.

covariance matrix of class ω i ; D is the dimension of x i ; K is
the number of dominant eigenvectors and

Character
set

total

In the following experiments, we compare the
recognition accuracy of the GB and BIG5 datasets, and
analysis the difference between the two datasets. Due to that
the disjoint parts of GB and BIG5 are unrelated with each
other, the experiments are mainly focused on the unchanged
part and synonym part to make a fair comparison.
Table III shows the recognition accuracies of GB and
BIG5 datasets, where we only combine the unchanged part
and synonym part as the training and testing datasets. From
Table III it can be seen that the total accuracy of BIG5 is
2.57% higher than that of GB dataset. For both unchanged
and synonym parts, the accuracies of BIG5 set are significant
higher than that of GB set.

_
½°
δi T
)[φij ( x − x i )]2 ¾
λij
°¿

K

CHARACTER NUMBER OF EACH PART

δ i is a constant.

Character
set

unchanged
part

synonym
part

Average
rate

GB

95.12%

95.73%

95.34%

BIG5

97.86%

98.01%

97.91%

EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

The dataset we used is SCUT-COUCH2009 [6,13],
which is a comprehensive database that consists of 11
subsets, including simplified and traditional Chinese
characters, words, pinyins, letters, digits, symbols and so on.
SCUT-COUCH2009 is collected with PDA (Personal Digit
Assistant) and smart phones with touch screens, contributed
by more than 190 different persons, resulting in more than
3.6 million handwritten samples. It is worth to note that
SCUT-COUCH2009 is currently the only public available
database that including the 5,401 BIG5 traditional Chinese
character set.
In this paper, we use the GB subset and BIG5 subset of
SCUT-COUCH2009 as the simplified Chinese and
traditional Chinese datasets respectively. The two datasets
are collected in the same experiment environment. GB subset
contains 188 sets of handwritten samples of 6,763 Chinese
characters in GB2312-80 standard, while BIG5 subset
contains 65 sets of 5,401 frequently characters in BIG5
standard. In order to ensure the experiment environment
consistent, we randomly select 60 sets for training and 5 sets
for testing in the both subsets respectively.
The characters of GB standard are simplified from BIG5
standard. The two character standards can be divided into
three parts respectively: (1) unchanged part, where characters
in this part are same in both GB and BIG5; (2) synonym part,
where characters in this part of GB and BIG5 have the same

RECOGNITION RATE OF UNCHANGED AND SYNONYM PART

Besides, we also carry the experiments by using the total
6,763 categories of GB set and the 5,401 categories of BIG5
set. The similar results are observed, as shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV.

RECOGNITION RATE OF THE TOTAL DATASETS

Character
set

unchanged
part

synonym
part

disjoint
part

Average
rate

GB

94.82%

95.19%

96.25%

95.05%

BIG5

97.59%

97.83%

96.66%

97.61%

One main difference between simplified and traditional
Chinese is that the stroke number is different. Figure 3 shows
the statistical distributions of the stroke number of GB and
BIG5 datasets, for standard GB and BIG5 Chinese sets and
for handwriting subsets form SCUT-COUCH 2009,
respectively. Figure 3(a) shows the standard stroke number
distribution. It can be seen that the average stroke number of
BIG5 is more than GB dataset. We can see that the average
stroke number of the handwritten samples in Figure 3(b) is
less than that of standard characters in Figure 3(a), due to
that many Chinese characters are written cursively, with two
or more strokes connected. However, the average stroke
number of BIG5 is still more than GB.
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It is known that the confusable similar character
recognition is the bottleneck to further improve the
performance of handwritten Chinese character recognition.
In order to analyze the recognition difference of BIG5 and
GB, we select some typical characters and compare the
recognition accuracies of their corresponding similar
characters. The details are shown in Table V and Table VI.
Table V shows the recognition rate of 10 characters in the
unchanged part. It is obviously that the character accuracies
of BIG5 are all higher than GB, although the writing forms
are same. Furthermore, for the corresponding similar
characters of the 10 given characters in Table V, we can see
that the similar characters are much more difficult to be
correctly recognized in GB dataset, such as“ ᭸ ” and
“ख़”,“ᮍ” and “ϛ”, and so on. However, these similar
character-pairs in BIG5 are written in traditional forms as
“᭸” and “ᓇ”,“ᮍ” and “㨀” and so on, which are much
easier to be recognized.
Table VI shows the similar results of the recognition rate
of 10 characters in synonym part of both sets. The traditional
characters with more stokes not only provide more feature
information, but also reduce the similar characters and
results in higher recognition accuracy. It is worth to note that
the two components “∉” and “䅴” in GB dataset are usually
written in similar way and hard to distinguish and the
recognition accuracies of characters with these components
are usually lower than that of the corresponding traditional
characters.


(a)The standard stroke number distribution


(b)The writing stroke number distribution
Figure 3. The statistics of the stroke number of GB and BIG5

V.

Figure 4 shows the histogram relationship between
recognition accuracy and the average stroke number. It can
be seen that the average stroke number for both of BIG5 and
GB datasets are increasing with the increasing of recognition
accuracy, and the average stroke number of BIG5 is larger
than GB when recognition accuracy is high. It is worth to
note that the recognition accuracies of some few-stroke
characters in GB are quite lower.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have made an empirical comparative
study of the handwriting simplified and traditional Chinese
character recognition. Some interesting finding is observed,
which may be useful to bring us some cues on the issue of
confusable Chinese character recognition for further study.
The experiment results show that the average
handwriting stroke number of traditional Chinese is higher
than that of simplified Chinese, and the character with more
stroke number usually result in higher recognition accuracy.
Furthermore, we compare the recognition accuracy of some
characters in simplified Chinese and traditional Chinese. It is
obviously that the simplified characters have more similar
characters that are difficult to be recognized, which leads to
performance decrease.
Simplified Chinese makes Chinese easy to learn, read
and write. However, as an ideographic language, simplified
Chinese reduces the inner meaning of Chinese characters,
and brings many similar characters difficult to recognize.
Chinese character is still in developing and it will become
more convenient for people to understand and use. It is
suggested that we should also pay attention on the traditional
Chinese, because traditional Chinese inherits the long history
and culture of Chinese nation.


Figure 4. The relationship between recognition accuracy and the
average stroke number
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TABLE V.

characters
᭸
ᮍ
䖥
ᵮ
⋲

∩
⊇
∳
⏮

The given characters
Rate in GB
Rate in BIG5
95.38%
100.00%
96.92 %
100.00%
96.92 %
98.46%
96.92 %
100.00%
96.92%
100.00%
98.46%
100.00%
98.46%
100.00%
96.92%
100.00%
95.38%
100.00%
98.46%
100.00%
TABLE VI.

GB
ᇱ
㒣
༟
䩶
ޝ
≺
⏢
≳
⏙
⋑

RECOGNITION ACCURACY OF UNCHANGED PART

The given characters
Rate in GB
BIG5
95.38%
௫
96.92%
㍧
96.92%
ག
95.38%
䣐
95.38%
⎐
95.38%
⎾
96.92%
◚
95.38%
⑱
96.92%
⏌
95.38%
╸

simplified
ख़
ϛ
䖜
ᵕ
⊾
䇠
≍
䆗
䅻
䇌

The Similar characters
Rate in GB
traditional
95.38%
ᓇ
96.92%
㨀
96.92%
䙕
95.38%
Ὁ
95.38%
⎮
98.46%
䃊
98.46%
⌊
96.92%
䀊
96.92%
㿠
93.82%
䃌

Rate in BIG5
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
98.46%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
98.46%
100.00%
96.92%

RECOGNITION ACCURACY OF SYNONYM PART

Rate in BIG5
100.00%
98.46%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
98.46%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

simplified
ܮ
ᕘ

䪰
䇙
䆎
䇏
䆶
䇋
䆥
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